
Dear Dave, 	 (3/4/92 
as you asked, this update on the sleep apnea. I got the results of the iloplans 

test ye terday. 

When I was fortunate enough to be able to get apppintmente there on three different 
days this week consolidated.. soul learned by accident why the urologist was so firmly op- 
posed to 4 taking the nediciction for it proposed by the local neurologist: he'd been 4.4r 6,14 .4444t.a.-, told by the ii.0161tologist that the simple TULL' operationtate and usually outpatient, 
is one shekel avoid if at all possible besceuee it night be fatal. The urologist is 
about to leave on vacation. lie called an aseletant in to consult with the doctor in 
charge of their use of an oral rather than an injected. necaeation to deter the growth 
of the prostate. I'm to hoar in a week if they make this switch for me. 

aopkiru ruled two of elle three treatments for sleep apnea out, medication and sur- 
gery. ";hie leaves what is called "eieu'." That involves a mask when sleeping, with con ■ressed 
room air fed through it, at low pressures but enough to overcome the blockkge in the 
throat. I'm to return the night of the 113th or the 20th for tests with <afferent masks, 
not tried at Shady drove for the local neurologist, who also did not ask for it. ;low 
have to areange for transportation there at night because We do not want Li].' o sister 
to be parking her car at night in an area where violence is not unknown. There was a 
murder across; the street fro n theritmlue not long ago. Yet i in a short block only from the 
main gate to Fort Detrick, with 	that securityt  

To/ ilopkine did sot segregate my nonbreathieng in /Sleeping on my side and back, as Shady 
rove had. Their conclusion is that while it nay be serious in some respects it /emu; 

had beeter results than they'd. executed.. This in because I had more deep sleep that they 
usually find in people my age, when they usually get noen. 

They also believe that there results reflect that I am tired even when I do not feel 
it. l'hin comes Iron the unexpected and unusual rapidty with 2es which sleep came, on the 
04tiavin less than five minutes. 

I am to try delaying 4 retiring and see if this lets me now sleep later. That (lid 
not happen Let night when I wad delayed more than an hour by a phone call fen from a 
woman law student eorlang in the Senator Rusedill archivei. She is to send no copies of 
what she copied from his records. I'll probably have them before you are here and you 
can then huve copies if you'd like. The use of some in retricted by the Univ. Lieoret.a. 
iron elutt she said it confirms all I said, including on our relationship. It includes 
a letter of resignation he diti not send Lill, his complaints about being kept in the 
dark zest his statement of strong disagreement with the single-bullet theory. 

Delayed sleep did not result in more of it last night. 

L'eet, 


